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ABSTRACT
Temperature dependent radio-frequency size effect
measurements have been performed on high-purity, single
crystal antimony plates at thicknesses of 0.592 mm,
0.347 mm, and 0.238 mm.

The natural logs of the amplitudes
o
of the data are found experimentally proportional to T in
agreement with previous measurements.

However, the data

are analyzed according to a model in which the electron3
phonon scattering frequencies are proportional to T , with
the explanation that the T

2

behavior is due to the small

pieces of Fermi surface in antimony.

The electron-phonon

scattering frequencies are determined for both holes and
electrons and are found to be highly anisotropic in each
case.

A copy of the computer program

analysis is

included in Appendix II.

vii

used in the data

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A.

Constructing the Fermi Surface of Antimony

Over the last thirty years a number of experimental
techniques have evolved for studying the electronic struc
ture of metals.

One particular result of these

investigations has been a better understanding of the
Fermi surface, a constant energy surface in the metal which,
at a temperature of 0 K, separates the occupied from the
unoccupied electron states in k-space.

The four most

informative techniques will be summarized here.
In the de Haas-van Alphen effect, the experimenter
places the metal in an increasing magnetic field; and, as
the quantized energy states in the metal pass through the
Fermi level, he measures the influence of the states on the
magnetic susceptibility or the transport properties
(de Haas-Shubnikov effect, for example)

of the metal.

The

extremal areas of the various pieces of the Fermi surface
are deduced from the periodic variation of these properties
as the field is increased.

Unfortunately, only the area

and not the shape of a particular section of the Fermi
surface can be obtained.
In cyclotron resonance experiments, the rate of
change of area with respect to energy can be found at the
Fermi surface.

Theoretically, the Fermi surface can be

2

constructed once its area and the derivative of the area
with respect to energy are known.

In practice this is a

very difficult procedure requiring the fitting of data to
assumed models.

In addition the samples are very diffi

cult to prepare properly, and the applied radiation
frequency must be much greater than the carrier scattering
frequency for resonance

(and signals) to occur.

There are two more direct methods available for
calipering across extremal dimensions of the Fermi surface
and thereby finding its size and shape.

The first of

these involves the use of ultrasonic attenuation.

Ultra

sound is propagated in a sample with the sound wave
perpendicular to an increasing magnetic field.

Oscillatory

changes in the attenuation of the ultrasound occur when
diameters of extremal orbits of carriers on the Fermi sur
face become equal to multiples of the ultrasound wavelength.
This may be observed when the mean free path of the
carriers is long compared to the acoustic wavelength and
the gross acoustic attenuation is small so that the small
oscillatory changes are not masked.
The other method for studying extremal dimensions is
the radio-frequency size effect

(RFSE).

The rf surface

impedance of a thin, single crystal plate is studied as a
function of a magnetic field applied in the plane of the
plate.

When an extremal electronic orbit on the Fermi

surface exactly spans the thickness of the metal plate, the

3
surface impedance exhibits discontinuities.

The extremal

dimension of the Fermi surface is directly proportional to
the magnetic field at which this discontinuity occurs.
This technique does require very pure samples in which the
mean free path is several times the sample thickness.

The

KFSE will be discussed more completely in Chapter II of
this dissertation.
The FS of antimony has been studied by each of the
above methods.

The investigators have included Eckstein‘S

(ultrasonic attenuation); Ericksson, Beckman, and
Hornfeldt

2

(ultrasonic attenuation); Ketterson

van Alphen); Korolyuk and Matsakov
Rao, et al.

5

4

3

(de Haas-

(geometric resonance);

(de Haas-Shubnikov); Lerner and Eastman

6

7

(de Haas-Shubnikov); Datars and Vanderkooy
(cyclotron
O
resonance); and Windmiller (de Haas-van Alphen).
The interpretation of these experiments was confusing
until Falicov and Lin
lation.

9

(FL) performed an energy band calcu

Via this calculation, they demonstrated that

antimony has three electron pockets located at the L point
in the Brillouin zone

(BZ) and six hole pockets in the

mirror plane near the T point in the BZ

(Fig. 1).

While

this calculation resolved the situation concerning the
sign of the carriers, number of pockets of each, and their
location in the B Z , it did not predict the shapes of these
pieces of the FS.
Herrod, Gage, and Goodrich.^ used RFSE to produce a
detailed picture of the FS of antimony.

In addition they

4

Fig. 1

5

used this data in combination with the pseudopotential
calculation of FL to yield a modified picture of the band
structure.
Suematsu, Koshino, and T a n u m a ^ used microwave
resonance in order to study magnetic surface states in
antimony.

In the process, they again recorded the fact

which had been shown in previous experimental measurements
and band calculations that the Fermi surfaces are not
precisely ellipsoidal but deviate from ellipsoids in a
complicated fashion.
B.

Crystal Structure and Fermi Surface of Antimony

Antimony is a group-Vsemimetal
which has the A7

(atomic number 51)

(arsenic) crystal structure.

cell (which is also a primitive cell)

The unit

is rhombohedral and

contains two atoms.
The structure can be obtained from a simple cubic
structure by making slight displacements of the atoms.
Initially, let us separate a simple cubic lattice into two
face-centered sublattices where the two sublattices are
related by a translation along the body-diagonal of the
original simple cube.

The parameter u is used to charac

terize the displacement.

If 2t is the smaller vector in

the trigonal direction separating the two interpenetrating
lattices, and d is the trigonal body-diagonal of one of
the lattices, then

The value u = 1/4 corresponds to a simple cubic structure.
Then b y making a slight trigonal distortion (shear),
we arrive at the structure of antimony.
distortion is small:

The extent of this

a, the rhombohedral angle between the

primitive translations of the A7 structure is 57° 6 ® for
antimony as compared to 60° for the undistorted simple
cubic lattice.
In the presence of shear, the value u = 1/4 now
corresponds to a simple rhombohedral structure.
Table I is taken from Herrod

12

and contains a list of

all the relevant crystal structure parameters of antimony
at 4.2 K.

Figure 2 shows the Brillouin zone of antimony

as well as the rhombohedron of twice the volume from which
it is obtained.

The axes labeled x, y, z are the cubic

axes in the absence of shear, and it is convenient to keep
them as an orthogonal system of coordinates.
The three primitive translation vectors of the antimony
lattice are then expressed as a^ = ao (e,l,l),
-

a (l,e,l), and a^ = a (l,l,e) in rectangular

coordinates,

e is related to the shear angle a by
cos a =

(l+2 e) / (2 +e^) .

a is the angle between any two a ..
x

Values of a ., a , and
r
o

e are given in Table I.
The three reciprocal lattice vectors defined by

7
Table I
Crystal Structure Parameters of Sb at 4.2°K

a
c
A]
A,

lail

4.3QQ7 A
11.222 A

Lattice constants in
hexagonal system

2.902 A

Nearest neighbor distance

3.343 A

Next nearest neighbor
distance

4.489 A = 8.486 a.u.

Primitive lattice
parameter

5.998 a.u.
57° 1 4 '

Rhombohedral angle

0.0416
404.7 a.u.

(2tt) /&
u

Volume of primitive cell

0.6130 a.u.

Volume of the Brillouin
zone

0.2336

Internal displacement
parameter

0.5353 a.u.

E,

0.9402 a.u.

Length of primitive
reciprocal lattice
vectors

0.4060 hartree

Free-electron Fermi energy

0.9011 a.u.

Free-electron Fermi
momentum

S i.

8

Fig. 2

are given by

gx = gQ (-tl+e) #1,1),

g2 = g0 (i,-(i+e) ,1) #
g3 = godfiz-ci+E)),
where g„ is listed in Table I .
C.

Electron-Phonon Scattering

In spite of the fact that the Fermi surface

(FS) and

band structure of antimony have been rather well mapped
out, the elementary transport processes

(e.g., the elec

trical and thermal conductivities and thermopower)
fully understood.

13

are not

Still open to interpretation are the

scattering mechanisms in antimony, in particular, the
electron-phonon(e-p)

scattering.

In studying transport properties, the investigator is
concerned with particles having velocities which are
directed in a preferred direction under the action of ex
ternal forces.

The particles with which we are concerned

here are electrons, holes, and phonons.

The electrons and

holes are described by Fermi surfaces and the phonons by
experimentally determined dispersion relations.

In the

low-temperature range, the electrons and holes are
scattered by other phonons, impurities, boundaries, and the
electrons and holes.

These scatterings

(collisions)

tend

to bring the whole particle system back into equilibrium

10

with the relaxation time being the essential parameter
describing the process.
The parallel field radio frequency size effect (RFSE)
has been used extensively for studying e-p collision frequencies in metals and semi-metals.

14

In a previous study

into the temperature dependence of the electron and hole
15
mean free paths in antimony,
the investigators concluded
2
from the T dependence of the natural log of the amplitude
of the RFSE signals that the e-p collision frequency is
2
also proportional to T .
The current investigation was undertaken to verify the
T

2

dependence of the signals but also to provide an oppor

tunity to apply to antimony a parametrized scattering model
which has been developed and described p r e v i o u s l y . ^

This

model has worked very well in the case of copper, which
3
displays the normal T -dependent scattering behavior found
in metals.

It was assumed that if the e-p scattering
3
rates in antimony were actually T plus some other effects
2
which simply made the rates appear proportional to T , then
it should be possible to fit this model for antimony; and,
in the process, some new information about the scattering
process might be found.
3
The T dependence of the scattering frequency or
mean-free path in a metal arises in the following manner.
There are three principle factors which enter into deter
mining the temperature-dependent mean-free path of an

•N -.

electron in a metal.

17

The first factor is the number of

phonons available to cause the scattering.

Since the

electrons are confined to the Fermi surface and the temper2
ature is low, this number is proportional to T . The
second factor is that the square of the matrix element for
the interaction is proportional to the magnitude of the
phonon wave vector q, and this leads to an additional T
dependence.

These two factors give the T

law, and it is

explicitly assumed that all scattering events are effec
tive.

If there is any angular dependence to the
3

effectiveness, then the T

law must be modified accordingly.

For example, to obtain the resistivity, one must multiply
by a factor of

Cl - cos 0 ), where 0 is the average angle

through which the electron velocity direction is changed.
At low temperatures, this leads to a T

5

law for the

resistivity of a metal.
While antimony exhibits the high temperature behavior
of a metal, in the low temperature range the resistivity
is more nearly proportional to T

2

5

than to T .

If the

dominant scattering process for electrons were electronelectron Ce-e) rather than e-p scattering, a T
would be expected at low temperatures.

dependence

However, all

theories of the e-e scattering process predict that in
antimony e-p scattering should dominate e-e scattering in
the temperature range greater than 1 K.

12

In a previous attempt to explain this behavior of
antimony,

18

the investigators based their defense of the

quadratic T results on an argument revolving around the
nearly cylindrical nature of the FS of antimony.

The

current investigation chooses to take a different approach
by fitting the RFSE data for antimony to the previously
mentioned parametrized model and simply studying the
results.

CHAPTER II
RADIO FREQUENCY SIZE EFFECT
The data used in this investigation of the scattering
rates in antimony was obtained by means of the radio
frequency size effect

(RFSE).

The parallel field RFSE has

been used extensively as a tool for studying e-p collision
frequencies

19

as well as for obtaining dimensions of Fermi

surfaces of metals.

20

The RFSE involves the detection of

surface impedance changes when a magnetic field is applied
parallel to the surface of a thin single crystal slab of a
metal.

In the presence of a magnetic field H, the elec

trons in a metal move in reciprocal space on the FS in a
plane perpendicular to the direction of H.

As the magni

tude of the magnetic field is varied, the orbits of the
electrons in the metal change in size.

These extremal

orbits will just fit inside of a sample consisting of a
thick flat metal crystal of thickness d, when H is parallel
to the sample surface, and when kc =

(e/ftc)Hd, where k c is

an extremal diameter of the FS, e is the electron charge,
"fi is Planck's constant divided by 2tt, and c is the speed of
light.

Such orbits are called parallel-field extremal

orbits.
When an extremal diameter orbit exactly spans the
sample thickness, a change in the radio-frequency surface
impedance of the sample is observed.
13

The strength of the

14
magnetic field at that value can be directly related to the
size of the FS.

The amplitudes of these impedance changes

depend on the probability of an electron traversing the
sample thickness.

This probability, in turn, depends on

both the sample thickness and the sample temperature.

By

studying amplitude variations of the RFSE signals as a
function of these two parameters, information can be
obtained about the e-p and electron-impurity scattering
rates, vp and

in the metal.

The specific design of the

RFSE apparatus employed in this investigation will be
discussed later in the experiment chapter.
An earlier RFSE study of antimony

21

demonstrated that
2
the amplitude of the RFSE signals exhibit a T dependence
in the 1-4 K range.

This fact led to the previously men

tioned conclusion that the mean free path of carriers in
2

antimony varies as T .

In the present investigation, the

amplitudes of the RFSE signals were again found propor2
txonal to T . However, due to a considerably different
interpretation of the origin of this T

2

behavior, the e-p

3
scattering rate is found proportional to T , as is the case
in other metals.

The basis for this new interpretation

lies in the realization that scattering effectiveness of
different groups of phonons must be considered in analyz
ing the scattering process.

This effectiveness will be

discussed further in the next chapter.

CHAPTER III
SCATTERING MODEL
The complete parameterized scattering model which is
used in this analyses has been described previously
is listed in Appendix I.
hereafter as KAG.

22

and

This paper will be referred to

The principle features of this model are

summarized here, with exceptional points for antimony being
noted.
The amplitude, A, of a parallel field RFSE signal is
given by
A = Aq

—
I exp (-mTrv^^/ft)
m=l
00

= Ac Iexp (7rveff/fi) - l ] - 1
where

is the average effective collision frequency for

all types of scattering along an orbit, ft = eH/m*c is the
cyclotron frequency, m* the effective cyclotron mass, H the
strength of the applied magnetic field, and A q is a con
stant.

In the absence of e-e scattering the effective

collision frequency is composed of

and vp , and

Matthiessen's Rule is assumed.
The impurity scattering rate is assumed to be
independent of temperature.

It is included in the analysis

by multiplying the calculated signal amplitude by
exp

(-TTVI / f t )

- Z

15

•N'.

16
where d is the sample thickness and Z is treated as an
adjustable parameter in the data fitting process.

The

dependence on sample thickness arises from the fact that
the cyclotron frequency at the field of the RFSE signal
depends inversely on d.

This expression differs by a fac

tor of ir from KAG due to a misprint in that paper.
The matrix element,

r(e,q), necessary to find the e-p

interaction is given by
2

1

r(e,q) - C(lIeXp (gh.o)g) _i + exp IB (e+hw^) ]+ 1

+ exp [B (-e+hw )]+l] 6 (hwq “ e “ e ' ) '
where hw

SI

is the phonon energy, q the magnitude of the

phonon wave vector and e the electronic energy.

The factor

of C describes the strength of the interaction and is
included as an adjustable parameter.

In performing

integrals over phonons, the approximation
/d^q = 2 tt/ F qdq
o
is used.

Here q is the wave vector of a spherical FS for

the electron being scattered.

This spherical FS assumption

is obviously not correct for the electron and hole pockets
in antimony.

However, several alternate procedures have

been tried, such as an angular dependent qF# a cylindrical
approximation for the integrals and a smooth cutoff for
the upper limit and there has been found no significant

17
improvement to the fit of the data.

In addition, any

additional complications in the form of these integrals
lead to additional adjustable parameters which do not
appear to be justified in fitting the present data.
Not all phonons with q < qF are effective in scatter
ing electrons.

It has been pointed out by Gantmakher

23

that electrons will not be removed from an RFSE signal by
phonons with wave vector q satisfying

where 6 is the skin depth.

Thus, in averaging the e-p

matrix element over phonons, an effectiveness function,
y(q), is included, where
y(q) = tanh(w d/a) .
This is an approximation which is derived in KAG.

Here a

is an adjustable parameter used to fit the experimental
data.

It is shown in KAG that the effectiveness parameter,

a, is proportional to 0D S/ where 0D is the Debye temper
ature.

Unlike metals like copper in antimony the skin depth

is temperature dependent in the range 1-4 K.

We calculated

the anomalous skin depth from the electrical conductivity
data of Tsai

24

at different temperatures in this range and

fit the calculated points to the following function:
6

(T) =

where SQ is a constant.

(1 + 1.8/T 3 *3 )6c
In the RFSE data fitting procedure

18
a temperature dependent effectiveness parameter of the form
a(T) = a*<5 (T) / 6
was used, with the adjustable parameter being a*.
Gantmakher

25

has pointed out that phonons are

ineffective in scattering electrons when their wave vec
tors are larger than twice the k-space dimensions of the
piece of FS under observation.

This group of phonons is

ineffective because momentum cannot be conserved in the
scattering process.

This is a particularly relevant point

in studying antimony because the FS dimensions are small
in comparison to phonon wave vector magnitudes in the
temperature range of interest.

The effect of this cutoff

is to cause an effective Debye temperature,

0*, to exist

which is much smaller than the temperature corresponding
to the maximum phonon energy,

0D «

The upper limit of the

phonon averaging integral is the ratio of the maximum
effective phonon wave vector, q, to the average q at the
temperature at which the integral is being evaluated.
upper limit is given by
When the effectiveness function is included in the
average of T(e,q) over phonons,
< T ( e ) > = Jqmax/q r (e,q) y (q) d 3 q.
o
With the substitution of variables y =
<ru)>

is proportional to T^H(x), where

and x = 8 e,

This

19

T3H(x) = T3 je£/Tt a n M ^ ) y 2 (-i- + - - 1—
“*

o

ey-i

+

e^+i

-)dy.
e-x+y+i

When 0* is of order five tiroes or less than the temperature
range over which data are obtained, its precise value
becomes an important factor in the data fitting procedure.
The final formula for a single pass of the electron
across the sample must contain an average over electrons
of different energies near the Fermi energy.

This

expression is obtained in KAG and is

a
1

This is the

- A° f°° Zdexp [-dGT3H (x) 3
“ 2 Jo
.x,
cosh, 2 (^)

single

'

pass formula for the RFSE amplitude,

where G isdirectly proportional to

vp per K .

A multiple

pass expression is given in KAG and is obtained by a sum
over n traverses of an electron across the sample.

Note

that the expression for A^ contains four adjustable
3
parameters:
G, which xs proportional to vp per K ; Z,
which depends on Vj; a*, the effectiveness parameter; and
0£, the effective Debye temperature.
It is shown in KAG that a correction needs to be
applied to the measured temperature dependent amplitudes
due to the temperature dependence of the bulk conductivity
in the skin depth.

This correction is proportional to

a/5d, where a is the d.c. conductivity of the material.
For metals 6 is temperature independent and a « T^ in the
temperature range of interest.

In the present case,
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a a T

2

and 6 is temperature dependent.

We have added the

following multiplication correction to the multiple pass
formula:

1/2
exp{QT 2 Id(l + 1.8/T3 *3)]

}r

where Q is treated as a fifth adjustable parameter.

CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
All of the RFSE amplitude measurements were performed
on a thin single crystal sample of antimony which was cut
from a zone refined bar

(quoted purity:

99.9999%).

The

sample was oriented with the normal to its large surface in
the bisectrix direction.

The bar was initially mounted on

a goniometer with silver conducting paint, which served
both as a glue and as a means of electrical conduction
between the sample and the goniometer.

The electrical con

duction was necessary for the spark erosion process which
would follow the x-ray alignment process.

(When larger

pieces of antimony were used initially, we used Duco
cement for the glue and simply painted a connecting band
of silver paint for conduction from the sample to the
goniometer.)

The sample was then aligned appropriately

via Laue back reflection x-ray techniques.

A thin slab

was cut from the sample by means of spark erosion using a
horizontal wire.

The slab was then mounted on the gonio

meter, realigned, and one side was spark planed to produce
a very flat, smooth surface.

The sample was removed from

the goniometer and the face of the goniometer was planed
so that the face of the goniometer would be as parallel as
possible to the planing wheel.

The sample was again

mounted with the previously planed side against the
21
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goniometer surface, and the rough side of the sample was
then planed.

This latter process ensured that the two

large surfaces of the slab would be as parallel as possible.
Prior to each x-ray of the sample, after the spark
erosion, the surface of the sample was lapped on a cloth
in a solution containing equal parts of hydrofluoric,
nitric, and acetic acids and water.

This was done to

remove any surface strain which was caused by the spark
erosion.
At each stage in which an x-ray was performed, care
was taken to insure that the orientation was within ±0.5°
of the desired direction.

The finished sample was also

checked to this tolerance.
Attention should be drawn to the fact that all of
this care did not guarantee that a sample would be pro
duced which would yield RFSE signals.

Many samples were

cut at various orientations which appeared to be good
single-crystal samples with good surfaces under x-ray
investigation, which nevertheless failed to yield RFSE
signals.

These "signal-less" samples were always x-rayed

again upon removal from the RFSE apparatus and were always
found to again yield good x-ray photos.

Antimony is

easily cleaved perpendicular to the trigonal axis.

Any

slight mishandling during the orienting and cutting process
could have caused internal slippage parallel to the
cleavage planes which would not be detectable as an x-ray

+Hi
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spot distortion.

However the electron scattering from

these planes of dislocation would completely destroy any
RFSE signal.
RFSE measurements were performed at three different
sample thicknesses which were obtained by repeated thinning
of the original sample.

The three thicknesses employed

were 0.592 mm, 0.347 mm, and 0.238 mm.

After measurements

were performed on the original slab (0.592 mm), the slab
was spark planed to 0.347 mm by the previously outlined
method, complete with the lapping and x-ray procedures.
This was repeated after the second set of RFSE measurements
in order to obtain the 0.238 mm thickness set of
measurements.
It should be noted that samples this thin were
mandated by the necessity to have the small caliper values
in antimony occur at values of the applied magnetic field
which were large compared to the inhomogeneities in
magnetic field existing over the sample volume.
The experimental apparatus which was used is similar
to that described by Steinhaut and Goodrich

26

using the

radio oscillator and detection circuit of Ruthruff and
Goodrich.

27

This apparatus allows both the first and

second derivatives of the real part of the surface imped
ance to be recorded.

The experimental apparatus is

represented schematically in Fig. 3.

The tank coil of the

r.f. oscillator which consists of approximately 50 turns
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of number 40 copper wire.

This coil was wound on an

aluminum form having dimensions slightly larger than the
antimony sample dimensions.

The form was then removed and

the sample inserted in its place.

The sample-coil config

uration then acted as the inductive element of the
oscillator.

Therefore, when the characteristics of the

sample are affected by an applied magnetic field, the
inductance of the sample-coil combination changes; and the
changes are noted by the detection circuit.
A different tank coil was used for each sample
thickness in order to establish a good filling factor for
the sample in the coil.

This proved to be beneficial in

improving the signal to noise ratio of the signals.

The

r.f. frequency used was approximately 9 MHz.
The sample coil and dewar system were located in the
gap of a Helmholtz coil pair which provided a horizontal
magnetic field in the plane of the sample.

The sample

normal, n, is vertical in this arrangement; and the magni
tude of the magnetic field can be varied with time as is
required for RFSE measurements.

The main field was varied

from 0 to 200 G.
When working at low values of magnetic field such as
is necessary with antimony, small unwanted fields such as
those generated by the earth and by electrical equipment
cannot be ignored.

Therefore, in order to have as near as

possible a magnetic field equal to zero in the vicinity of
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the sample prior to the application of the principle
magnetic field, three mutually perpendicular pairs of coils
were placed around the Helmholtz coils to generate magnetic
fields which would compensate for any external magnetic
fields.

With a gaussmeter placed at the location of the

sample, the power supplies for these three coil pairs were
adjusted until a field of less than 0.01 G was obtained at
the sample position.

The three coil sets were checked

and adjusted periodically to be certain that they were
still performing their intended function.
The sample was sealed inside a double-walled can
arrangement, which is diagrammed in Fig. 4.

The helium

exchange gas between the sample and the inner can allows
for a limited amount of heat transfer between the sample
and the liquid helium bath.

The bath temperature was

adjusted between 1.2 and 4.2 K by pumping on the bath.

Due

to the heat leak between the sample and the room environ
ment, the sample temperature actually rose above 4.2 K at
the end of data runs; so some of the data was taken at
temperatures above the bath temperature.
data was taken between 1.2 and 4.4 K.

All amplitude
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CHAPTER V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A typical set of raw data is shown in Fig. 5.

The

RFSE amplitudes were determined from the peak to peak
amplitudes of the dR/dH vs. H signals at each temperature.
Data similar to this were obtained for several orbits on
both the electron and hole surfaces in the bisectrix plane.
The FS of antimony was discussed to some extent in the
introduction to this dissertation and is discussed more
completely in Herrod, Gage, and Goodrich
The FS is reproduced in Fig. 6 .
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or in Herrod.
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Outlines of two of these

pieces of FS projected onto the bisectrix plane are shown
in Fig. 7 along with an indication of the orbits on which
data were obtained in this investigation.

Data also were

obtained on a second sheet of electron surface which is
rotated from these projections and appears nearly end on
in this plane.

These data also were indicated by closed

circles in Fig. 7.
The gaps in the data for some angles are due to the
overlapping of two or more signals.

Not only is there a

great deal of overlap among the basic signals in antimony,
but many of the double-field signals overlap the basic
signals and are of significant size to add to the diff
iculty of separating the various signals.

When this occurs,

the amplitudes cannot be determined accurately.
28
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of the measurement angles and for each set of signals the
natural log of the amplitude at each temperature was taken
and plotted against the square of the temperature.

The

most probable slopes of these lines were found by the
method of least squares, and these slopes were used as
input data for the analysis.

A listing of the slopes along

with the effective masses for the orbits is given in
Table II for each measurement angle.

All of the data in

Table II was taken on the thinnest sample, d = 0.238 mm.
For the magnet angle 0 = 10° from the trigonal, data were
obtained for three sample thicknesses, d = 0.592 mm,
0.347 mm, and 0.238 mm.

The three-thickness data were

obtained for both a hole and an electron and are listed in
Table III.
One particularly interesting multiple signal effect
was observed.

Occasionally the amplitude of an apparently

normal signal actually increased in size as the temperature
was increased in the process of data acquisition.

A

sample of these types of data is reproduced in Fig. 8 .
This, of course, is directly opposite to what is expected
and normally occurs.

Although there is no detailed expla

nation for this phenomena, it appears to be related to the
overlap of multiple signals, as this only occurred where
two or more signals did overlap.
Normally, if it was apparent that two or more signals
were mixed, the amplitude vs. temperature data were not
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Table XX
Measured slopes of ln(A/AQ ) vs. T
for orbits in antimony.

2

and effective masses*

All magnet angles, 6 , are measured

from the trigonal toward the binary.

Electrons

0

Slope

m*/m

0

0.060

5

Holes

Electrons
(end on)

e

Slope

m*/m

e

Slope

m*/m

0.100

-50

0.048

0.070

50

00.23

0.380

0.060

0.100

-45

0.047

0.065

55

0.23

0.370

10

0.064

0.105

-40

0.054

0.065

60

0.22

0.360

15

0.064

0.110

-10

0.052

0.070

75

0.23

0.320

20

0.064

0.110

15

0.083

0.100

80

0.17

0.320

85

0.14

0.320

90

0.12

0.320

o

o

35

0.070

0.130

35

0.085

0.170

40

0.072

0.135

40

0.089

0.195

45

0.083

0.150

45

0.118

0.220

50

0.082

0.160

*Datars and Vanderkooy

(1964).

o
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Table III
Measured slopes of In(A/AQ ) vs. T
orbits in antimony.

2

for

All measurements

made in the plane normal to the bisectrix
axis at 0 = 1 0 ° from the trigonal.

Thickness
(mm)

Electron

Hole

0.592

0.200

0.116

0.347

0.120

0.082

0.238

0.064

0.052

In (A/Ao)
(ARBITRARY
ro

U N ITS )
ex

------------- 1--------- r

se
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even measured.

But occasionally a very clear signal which

appeared to contain only one signal was analyzed; and the
2
ln(A/AQ ) vs. T produced this anomalous behavior.
Each
time this behavior was noted, however, it could be shown
that the data point actually occurred where two or more
signals overlapped.

It is possible that differing signals

with differing amplitudes and differing slopes of their
2
ln(A/AQ ) vs. T lines could combine to produce this
behavior.

However, the effect was seldom noted and little

data were recorded at these types of points.
Thus, the initial step in the analysis of the signals
was to actually separate the different signals which
appeared in the recorder traces.

As mentioned, the number

of usable signals is reduced considerably from the number
of recorded signals since, in order to determine the
amplitude of the signal, a certain amount of uninterrupted
width of the signal must be seen.
are quite cluttered

The signals in antimony

with many different basic field and

double field signals overlapping.

Each time that the

overlapping signals occurred, all signals involved in the
overlap had to be discarded because there was no reasonable
way to resolve the contribution to the net signal from
each of the individual signals.

Because of this

complicating factor many of the experimental signals were
discarded.

CHAPTER VI
ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Once the data points which are listed in Table III
were acquired, the initial computational step was to fit
the data from the three different sample thicknesses at
one magnet angle in order to determine the five adjustable
parameters.

Once again, these are:

G, which is propor-

3

tional to vp per K ; Z, which depends on vp ; a*, the
effectiveness parameter;

0* the effective Debye temperature;

and Q, which is a constant in the multiple pass correction.
There are forty-five data points - fifteen temperatures at
three thicknesses used as input for this process.

In this

parameter fitting procedure the different parameters have
different effects on the calculated slopes and ln(A/AQ ) vs.
2
T shapes.
The Z parameter, impurity scattering, has the
most effect on the spacing between the slopes of the
different thickness samples.

The effective Debye temper

ature, 0 j*, is adjusted until the calculated values of
ln(A/AQ ) obey a T
range.

dependence over most of the temperature

It must be remembered that the experimental values

of ln(A/A0 ) obey a T

dependence, so that the theoretical

fit must fit the experimental fit.

The effectiveness

parameter, a*, has its greatest effect on the calculated
data at the low temperature end of the range, although it
does cause the spacing between sample thicknesses to
37
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change slightly.

The main effect of Q is to change the

high temperature calculated points.

The G parameter, vp ,

shifts all of the calculated slopes by a similar amount.
The FORTRAN computer program for this section of the
analysis is listed in Appendix II.
The starting values for the parameters were estimated
as follows:

0*

was set within the limits for both elec-

trons and holes given by Tsai,
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G was estimated from the

data of Gantmakher and Dolgopolov,

31

a* was estimated from

the product 0D <$/ Z was set such that all sample thick
nesses were in the single pass limit, and Q was set equal
to zero.

Each of the parameters was then varied until a

minimum deviation from the experimental slopes for all of
the data was achieved.
Initially, the data was fit with a temperature
independent skin depth; and when the best fit was obtained,
the average deviation of the calculated slopes from the
experimental slopes was approximately 15%.

The introduc

tion of the temperature dependent skin depth immediately
reduced this deviation to below 10%.

In the final para

meter adjustment, the overall fit for the experimental data
is 4.5% for the electrons and 3.4% for the holes.

These

values are within the uncertainty in the determination of
the experimental slopes which was about 5%.
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The following set of values for the parameters was
obtained in this manner for 0 = 1 0 ° from the trigonal axis.
Along with, each parameter is listed the average deviation
of the calculated slopes from the experimental slopes which
occur if this parameter were varied by 5% from the best fit
value.
Holes:

G = 0.0049

4.8%

Z = 0.0340

3.5%

es

= 12.0 K

a* = 5.0

Electrons:

6

.6 %

4.2%

Q = 0.075

5.7%

G = 0.0121

7.2%

CD

a*

Z < 3.4 x 10 “ 6
= 13.0 K

a* = 4.8
Q

—

0.075

8

.1 %

6 .8 %

6.9%

All of the electron orbits for all of the sample thick
nesses are in the single pass limit so only a lower limit
on the impurity scattering rate can be established in this
case.

Approximately seven passes contribute appreciably

to the signal for the thinnest sample in the case of the
h ol e s .
Once this parameter adjustment was completed, four of
the five parameters in each case were held constant; and
_
3
the value of GC^Vp/T ) was adjusted to fit the measured
slopes at all of the other magnet angles.

The

e-p and

impurity scattering rates are computed as follows.

vp/T3 = G x 8.414

(Xch/m*Tr)

and
v

= - (k. h/m* 7r) I n Z .

The values of the scattering frequencies that are obtained
in this manner are the values at the Fermi energy.

The

scattering frequencies for each angle are listed in Tables
IV-VI.

It should be noted that while Z was not changed as

a function of angle for the holes, v^. changes because
m*/mQ and k c are functions of angle.
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Table IV
Electron-phonon and impurity scattering rates for orbits in
the bisectrix plane on the hole surface of antimony. Magnet
angles, 0, are measured from the trigonal axis.
Effective
masses are from Datars and Vanderkooy (1964).

6

k

(A-1)

m*/m

vp/T 3 C107 s“ 1 k “ 3 )

vt (109 s“1 )

-50

0.081

0.070

1.29

1.44

-45

0.080

0.065

1.18

1.53

-40

0.080

0.065

2.02

1.53

-10

0.104

0.070

2.26

1.85

15

0.145

0.100

7.15

1.81

35

0.206

0.170

6.20

1.51

40

0.229

0.195

6.52

1.46

45

0.253

0.220

10.9

1.43
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Table V
Electron-phonon scattering rates for electron orbits in
the bisectrix plane of antimony. Magnet angles are
measured from the trigonal axis. Effective masses are from
Datars and Vanderkooy C1964).

6

ktA"*1 )

m*/mQ

vp/T 3 (107 s_ 1 K ~ 3)

0

0.075

0.100

2.44

5

0.075

0.100

2.37

10

0.075

0.105

2.68

15

0.076

0.110

2.55

20

0.078

0.110

2.64

35

0.093

0.130

3.17

40

0.101

0.135

3.50

45

0.114

0.150

4.64

50

0.129

0.160

4.83
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Table VI
Electron-phonon scattering rates for the end on electron
surface in the bisectrix plane. Magnet angles, 6 , are
measured from the trigonal axis.
Effective masses are
from Datars and Vanderkooy (1964J.

0

k (A- 1 )
w

m*/n>
u

vD/T 3 (107 s" 1 K " 3
*

50

0.121

0.380

3.48

55

0.116

0.370

4.45

60

0.112

0.360

5.59

75

0.103

0.325

8.15

80

0.098

0.320

7.68

85

0.097

0.320

7.73

90

0.096

0.320

7.67

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS
Inspection of Tables IV-VI shows that the electronphonon scattering rates in antimony are highly anisotropic.
The values given in these tables are evaluated at the
Fermi energy.

They have been determined from the energy

averaged values which enter into the experimental RFSE
slopes.

Based on the fact that adjustment of the effec

tive Debye temperature/

0*, allowed fitting of the
2

calculated values of In(A/AQ ) to a T dependence, it is
2
our interpretation that the T dependence which is exper
imentally observed arises due to the low 0 * rather than
because of a cylindrical FS or electron-electron
scattering.

The final calculated scattering frequencies
3
are proportional to T as is the case for e-p scattering
in most metals.
Different impurity scattering rates are obtained for
electrons and holes.

The sample thickness was sufficiently

great that all electron orbits fell into a single pass
limit.

The lighter, smaller holes made multiple passes on

the average and thus had a smaller value of
heavier,

than the

larger electrons.

The values of the effective Debye temperatures which
best fit this data are well within the range given by
44

Tsai,

32

which is necessary if the transport properties of

antimony in this temperature range are to be explained.
Finally/ since the low effective Debye temperatures
correspond to a low effective phonon wave vector, the
present results are a direct confirmation of the fact that
phonons of wave vector greater than 2 k^, are ineffective
in scattering electrons.
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APPENDIX I
A.

Scattering Model

The purpose of the exercise which follows is to
develop a more complete parametrized model with which
parallel field RFSE temperature-dependent data can be ana
lyzed.

Therefore, we give the elements of the model and

how they are folded into a data fitting procedure.

The

physical quantities obtained from this process and their
implications are also discussed.

Sections 1-8 below

describe the elements of our model.
1.

The impurity scattering rate is assumed to be

independent of temperature.

If

is the impurity scat

tering rate, then the RFSE signal amplitude is multiplied
by exp(-v.j./ft) and we set
expC-v^fi) = Zd ,

(1)

where Z is treated as an adjustable parameter in the data
fitting process from which

can be obtained.

Note that

fl “ H “ 1/d for the RFSE signal.
2.

The electron-phonon interaction involving the

electrons contributing to the signal includes the fact that
the scattering rate is dependent on an individual elec
tron's energy,

e, relative to the Fermi energy, E ^ .

As

was previously shown by Gantmakher and Wagner and Albers,
the e-p scattering rate due to the processes shown in
49
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Fig. 9 is given by
r (£,ql * C(^
Cq e x p T B H m l

" 1 + exp(BCe+ft.w )) + 1

(2)
exp (6 (-e+fico ) ) + 1 1 5 ^ q
Si
“*

“ e “ e )•

Here q is the magnitude of the phonon wave vector and
is the phonon energy.

The overall factor of q arises from

an assumption that the squared matrix element for the inter
action is proportional to q and the 6 function assures
energy conservation.

The total scattering rate is an

average of r(e,q) over e and q.

The weighting function for

the energy average is the derivative of the Fermi function
f'(e)

and the average over phonons must be consistent with

energy conservation.

This leads to the following sequence

for the phonon integrals

(3)
Fermi Surface

o

We have implicitly assumed a spherical FS in this approx
imation.

The results are adequate for copper without

introducing another adjustable parameter to account for
non-spherical FS shapes.
3.

It has been previously pointed out that when

phonons of wave vector q satisfy the condition

where 6 is the skin depth, d the sample thickness, and qp
is a phonon of wave vector equal to the Fermi surface

••V

6

o

Q

TIME

O"
9

TS

radius for the electron being, scattered, that these phonons
will not remove an electron from an RFSE signal.

Thus,

when averaging the e-p matrix element over q, an effective
ness function, y(q), should be included.
function is derived in Section B.

The appropriate

The functional form

which is derived there is closely approximated by
to d
Y (q) = tanh(-S-),

(5)

and we use this form in the data fitting procedure.

The

parameter a is adjustable and is used to fit the
experimental data.
4.

Several years ago Gantmakher pointed out that

phonons would be ineffective in scattering electrons when
their wave vectors were larger than twice the k-space dimen
sions of the piece of FS on which an RFSE orbit was
observed.

This fact has also been discussed in connection

with e-p scattering in the electrical resistivity of
bismuth and antimony where the FS dimensions are small com
pared to phonon wave vector magnitudes.
not a predominate effect at lower

In copper this is

(1-10°K) temperatures,

but in order to make the analysis procedure more complete,
we allow for this possibility in our overall fitting proce
dure.

The physical fact that e-p scattering has a cutoff

when q k 2 kp is manifest in the integral of phonons over
T(e,q) having a noticeable temperature dependence when
2kF/q isz 5 or less.

The upper limit of the phonon averaging

integral is the ratio of the maximum phonon wave vector,
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qD# to the average q at the temperature of interest.

In

temperature units the upper limit is QD/T, where 0 D is the
Debye temperature.

The effect of the cutoff for small

pieces of Fermi surface is to cause the effective 0D , 0* to
be much smaller than that corresponding to the maximum
phonon energy.

A complete discussion of these considera-

tions is given by Tsai.
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We use 0D in the upper limit of

integration for copper since the cutoff condition q £ 2 k„
is not approached in this case.
The effectiveness parameter, a, has a simple physical
interpretation due to Eq.

(4).

Rewrite Eq.

(4) as

(6)

Phonons become effective when

Thus, a should be of order 0*6.

This shows that if 0* is

low the scattering out of an RFSE orbit becomes effective
at lower temperatures than for larger values of 0*.

That

is, for small pieces of FS the scattering is effective at
lower temperatures than for larger pieces of FS.
5.

In order to compare the e-p scattering rate T(e,q)

with experimental data an average over phonons which is
weighted by the effectiveness function must- be taken.
Thus,

T U T = J

T (e,q) y(q)d 3 q.

o

(8)
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This effective scattering rate can be most easily calculated
by making the change of variables y =
3
r(e) is proportional to T H(x), given by

and x = 3 e

tanh

Then

•jdy.

(9)

There are two adjustable parameters in our formation so far:
0* and a.

For large values of 0D the integral is insensi

tive to the magnitude of 0 * and 0 Q is a reasonable value to
use.

When 0* is of order five times or less the tempera

ture range over which data are obtained then its precise
value becomes an important factor in a data-fitting proce
dure.

The numerical value of a is determined by the lowest

temperature data of InA vs a function of T.
6

.

In the final averaging process an average of

electrons of different energies near the Fermi energy must
be performed.

The probability that a given electron will

traverse a sample of thickness d is given by
P = Zd e"GdT3H(x)

(10 )

It is P/ not H(x) which must be averaged over different
electrons.

Using the symmetry H(x) = H(-x) and the identi

ty for the derivative of the Fermi function
1

f ' (x)

(ID

4 cosh^(x/2)
the integral to be performed is
A

\>
1

*

Zd exp(-GaT 3 H(x)) dx
o

cosh

(x/2 )

(9)
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This is the single pass formula for the RFSE amplitude,
3
where G is the e-p scattering rate per °K .
7.

The quantity

is not the total RFSE amplitude

because it may be possible that electrons will traverse the
sample thickness more than once.

Define the amplitude for

N traverses to be:
A

^
z

oo

;

7

exp(-GNdT
cosh

o .

H(x)) zNddX(

(12)

(x/2 )

then the measured signal amplitude will be
00

A =

Z
N=1

(13)
W

The expression for A n /A q contains four adjustable para
meters:

G, the electron-phonon scattering strength; a, the

effectiveness parameter;

0*, the effective Debye tempera

ture; and Vj, the impurity scattering frequency.
8

.

In KAG it was pointed out that the exact expression

for A, Eq.

(1) of KAG, showed curvature when InA was plotted

3
against T .

So does Eq.

(13).

This deviation from a T

3

law increases as sample thickness decreases and is only
appreciable at the high temperature end of measurement
ranges.

Empirically we have found that the addition of a

scattering frequency proportional to T

and /d gives the

required correction to the multiple pass expression, Eq.
(13), and causes the experimentally observed T
be predicted.

behavior to

In what follows we give a simple justifica

tion of why this type of behavior might be expected.
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In making an RFSE measurement, one in general applies
an electric field, Eq , in the skin depth of a sample and
monitors the changes in E q due to the current produced in
the skin depth to cancel it.

The solution to this problem

involves a very complicated surface impedance calculation
which has been worked on by many authors over the past few
years.

The

T

dependence can be roughly obtained by

assuming that the induced current in the skin depth satis
fies Newton's law with a damping term.

&

"

That is,

- 7 •

(14>

where £ can only be determined from a complete impedance
calculation and x is a relaxation time for the surface
current which, because it is a bulk property,
tional to T

-5

.

is propor-

During an RFSE resonance the surface

currents are altered somewhat because the orbiting elec
trons which just span the sample thickness cause a current
flow, JQ , whether or not E q is present.

This current exists

over a distance XQ in the skin depth as shown in Fig. 10.
Since the RFSE measurement conditions are such that the rf
electric field appears static to the orbiting electrons
(wrf <-c

r

the relevant time in which a resonant set of

electrons would be involved in the surface current is the
time spent in the skin depth.

If v is the velocity of

electrons on the resonant orbit, then t = X /v is the time
o
of importance.

The limits of integration for Eq.

J = JQ at t = 0 and J = J(t)

(14) are

at t = t, and the result of
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X

o

Fig.

10

-o
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integration is
J(t) = £Eq t +

(JQ - CEo r)e“t/ T .

(15)

The interesting part of this equation for the RFSE is that
part proportional to J q I

or that is the portion contribut

ing to the RFSE amplitude, J R .

Thus, the signal amplitude

should in fact be proportional to J
JQ is proportional to Eq.

(11).

seen that XQ - 2d/6/d = /d.
t = XQ/v

K

= J

O

exp(-t/T) where

From Fig. 10 it can be

Now, since 1/x « T^ and

/d, these considerations predict that InA con-

5 /_
tain an additional term proportional to T /d.

Much more

sophisticated considerations are required to obtain the
magnitude of this term and we include the magnitude as an
adjustable parameter.
This concludes the factors included in our model.

All

of these factors can be summarized as follows
A = A

( Z A^)e"QT ^
N=1 1

(16)

or
In A/Aq = In(Eq.

(13)) - QT 5 /d.

(17)

The final fit to the data, then requires five adjustable
parameters including Q, only four of which are totally inde
pendent

(see E q s . 6 or 7).

In practice it is possible to

either measure or calculate 0 * from other considerations so
only four parameters, v , G, a, and Q, will in general be
determined from fits of this theory to experimental data.
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B.

Scattering Effectiveness Calculation

In this section a model calculation for y (q), the
probability that a phonon of momentum q scatters an electron
out of an RFSE orbit, is given.
We presume the sample is homogeneous and isotropic
with smooth parallel faces separated by a distance d.

The

radio frequency electric field penetrates both surfaces a
skin depth 6 where 6 << d.

Additionally we assume the

radius of the electronic orbits

(recall the external mag

netic field is parallel to the sample surfaces) most
effective in the resonance process to be
r = j

(d - 6 ) .

Let A represent a spatial translation of the circular
resonance orbit in a direction perpendicular to the sample
surfaces.

It can be shown that a spatial translation A

leads to a new trajectory intersecting a surface of the
sample with probability

4
P(A) =

if A < 6

6

1

if A > 6 .

Kinematic considerations for the electron-phonon
scattering will determine how the spatial translation occur
ring as a consequence of such an event is a function of the
initial electron momentum Jc and the phonon momentum q.
Here q << k and only the direction of the electron momentum
is significantly altered by the phonon absorption or
emission as described below.
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If one assumes that the Fermi surface of the material
is spherical, then the initial and final electron momenta,
k and k' respectively, will be of essentially equal magnitude.

Furthermore, k and q will essentially be at right

angles.

Because of this only phonons approaching or

leaving the electron in a plane perpendicular to ic may
scatter the electron; other phonons would violate the
energy conservation requirement.
The electron momentum is always perpendicular to the
radius vector of the circular resonance orbit and in this
way, given r, the direction of the electron momentum defines
the center of the orbit.

Phonon absorption or emission

yields a new direction for the electron momentum and a new
orbit center is consequently established.

For an illustra

tion of this point and as a guide to what follows see Fig.
11.

A new orbit center corresponds to a translation A of

the orbit towards or away from a sample surface.

The

direction of q will be parameterized by two angles 6 and cf>
in a way that conforms to our remarks in the previous para
graph.

Our subsequent derivation ignores the role of the

x-component of q in the scattering from resonance.

We

expect this to be non-negligible only for large q.
All of the preceding assumptions are incorporated into
the diagram shown in Fig. 11 and from this it is seen that
A

CSS X

IC O S

0I

= ^

IC O S

(j>

COS

0 I CSS — ^ -- IC O S (J)
q crit

where a critical phonon momentum
qcrit

2k<5
d

COS

0I
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has been introduced.

In terms of these parameters the

probability of an orbit intersecting a surface becomes
— 3—
^crit
P(q) =

]

|cost|) co s 0 |, if —3^—
|cos(f> cos 0 | < 1
3 crit
.
1
, if —3--- |cos(J) cos 0 | > 1

^crit
The total scattering probability is obtained by integration
over the orbit as follows:
2 tt

/

/ P (q) dt() d0

Y(q) = — 2 IT

J

J d<f> d0

o
This integration, in general, must be done numerically
because the analytic form for P(q) depends on an inequality
involving q, <j> and 0.

However, in the case where q < q cr^t »

the integration can be done analytically and we find
Y (q) =
^

- A2t —
3—
q
tt

Mcrit

fo r ^
q < q
...
^cnt

The result of numerical integration for y(q) out to
q/qcrit = 1^.0 is shown in Fig. 12.

In addition a plot of

the hyperbolic tangent of 0.3 x is given to show its simi
larity to y(q)
procedure.

and justify its use in our numerical fitting

An approximation used in obtaining y(q)

causes

the curve to underestimate the scattering probability at
large values of q.
for large

This is because the x component of q

|q| will become effective in scattering electrons

from resonance.

Since this mechanism was not included in

the model, the hyperbolic tangent function used to represent
y(q) in the fitting procedure is justifiable because it
gives slightly larger values of the scattering probability

_J

2.0

I

I

4.0

10.0
ON
L0
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than does y(q) at large q but has qualitatively the same
shape.

APPENDIX II

ixjoo ^jon-c u n )-*

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn nnn

MORE RFSE
.
THIS PARTICULAR RON IS FOR ~ A HOLE
ORBIT WITH T H E
NORMAL PARALLEL TO THE BISECTRIX AND THE MAGNETIC
FIELD -50 DEGREES FROM THE TRIGONAL.
T = TEMPERATORE
Z = IMPURITY DAMPING/UNIT LENGTH
W = SAMPLE THICKNESS (MM)
D = PHONON TEMPERATURE AT Q = KF (DEBYE TEMPERATURE)
G = PHONON SCATTERING RATE PARAMETER
P = MINIMUM PHONON WAVEVECTOR PARAMETER
00 IS THE INDUCED SKIN CURRENT FUDGE FACTOR, HAVING T H E
SAME TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE AS THE ELECT R I C A L R E S I S T I V I TY
AND THE SKIN DEPTH.
A K A ’IS A CONSTANT CHARACTERIZING ANTIMONT (THE CALIPER
VALUE TIMES H-BAR DIVIDED BY M-STAR TIMES PI1
VI IS THE IMPURITY SCATTERING RATE
CP IS THE PHONON SCATTERING COEFFICIENT
DEL IS THE SKIN DEPTH
REAL M
DIMENSION EE(100), CH (80) ,H(80),S(50) ,iX(4) ,IMX(4)
"215. 5)
6)
FORMAT (1X, 8E15.
SR OF PASSES = » ,»,I4)
14)
FORMAT *0»,' NUMBER
FORMAT 'I*,' IMPURITY SCATTERING R A T E = » , K l 2 - 4
PHONON SCATTERING RAT E = »,E12.4.)
FORMAT •0*,*
, ' SAMPLE
(MM)
= ',F5.3)
FORMAT
--- THICKNESS
m p i -----______ ,1 0*, 48H TEMP
SQUARED
Aa MPLITUDE
AMP.
FORMAT
1 DIFFERENCE
)
FORMAT (1H0,10X,«H(',12,*) = ».E12.4)
FORMA t ]1H0,5X,*ZG = *,E12-4,5X,*CH(»,12,•) =
1E12.4,5X,'S('.I2,»)E= *,E12.4)
10
FORMAT (1 H O ,2 4 X , •G = *,F7-4)
AKA = 4.265E+08
G = 0.0036
Z = 0.0340
QQ = 0.0750
D = 12.0
VI = - AKA*ALOG(Z)
CP = AKA * 8.4144 * G
WRITE (6,3) VI
HRITE (6,4) CP
WRITE (6.10) G
WX (1) = 0.238
WX (2) = 0.347
WX (3) = 0.592
IN X (1) = 2
I NX (2) = 1
INX (3 \ = 1
DO 600 IX = 1 ,3
C THE SUMS ARE FOR A LST. SQUARES FIT ADDED IN
2/22/79SU M1 = 0.
SUM 2= 0.
SU M3 = 0.
SUM4=0.
W = WX (IX)
IN = INX (IX)
SW = SQRT(W)
ZW = Z**W
NM = - 6 ./ALOG (ZW)
NM = MAXO (1 ,NM)
WRITE (6 ,6 ) W
65
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WRITE (6, 2) tNH
HRITE (6,7)
B = 0.
DO 40 1=1,80
X= FLOAT (I)-0.5) /10.
EE I) = EXP(X)

CH m = 1 . / ( 2 . * C O S H ( X / 2 . ) * * 2 )
COITINOE
DO 500 IT = 1 , 1 1
T2 = IN*(IT - 11
T2 = T2 + 2.
T = SQRT (T2)
DT = D/T
P = 5.000 * { 1 . + 1 . 8 1 / ( T * * 3 . 2 5 ) )
TWP=T*B/P
NUH = DT/0.01
C THE INTEGRATION F O B H(X) OSES A 0.01 STEP SIZEDO 200 I = 1,80
H(I) = 0 .
DO 180 J “ I , NOH
Y = (FLOATfJ)-0.5)*0.0 1
TH=TA NH (TWE*x)
EEY=EXPjY)
Q=2-/ (EEY— 1.) *•!./ (EEY*EE (I) *1.) *1./ (EEY/EE (I) 1-1.)
AIN=TH*Y**2*Q
'• '
IF (AIN -LT— 1.E-06) GO TO 190
H(I) = H (I) -+ AIN*0.0 1
CONTI NOE
180
CONTINOE
J
190
CONTINUE
200
R = G*W*T2*T
DO 210 M = 1,N3
S(N) = 0.
CONTINUE
210
DO 300 I = 1.80
GL = E X P (—R*n (I))
ZG = 1.
DO 280 N = 1,NM
ZG = ZG*GL
OLD = S
ANEW = OLD+ZG*CH (I)/10.
IF(ANEW-OLD.LT.ANEW*1.OE-4) GO TO 350
S(N) = ANEW
IF (ZG -LT. 1. O E —07) GO TO290
CONTINUE
280
CONTINUE
'
290
300
CONTINUE
350
A = 0.
DO 40 0 I = 1,NE1
A = A + ZW**I*S(I)
400
CONTINUE
AL = ALOG (A)
AL = AL - QQ*T2*SW*SQRT (1.+ 1 . 8 1 / (T**3.25))
IF (IT. EQ. T) BB = ALBBD = AL - BB
C = AL - B
IF (IT.EQ. 1) C = 0.
B = AL
WRITE (6,1) T2, BBD, C
SUM 1= SUi'l 1 + T2*B3D

40
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SUM2=SUH2 +T2
SaM3=SUH3 + BBD
SUM**=SUM<* + T2*T2
500
CONTINUE
DEN=1 1.*SUft4-SUI!2*SUf!2
M = (11.*SUB1-SUM2*SUM3>/DEN
B= ISU M3 ^SU HU “SUM 1*SUM2) /DEN
HRITE (6 12) M B
12 FO RM A T (* 0» » *L § T .SOUAEES FITs
* T 5 0 - 1INTEBCEPT=,,T60,E15-6)
600
CONTINUE
STOP
END

SLOPE=»,T30# E15.6,
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